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Greetings to you all!
I came across a speech at my son’s school; since the
topic was interesting I joined as one of the audience to
the speech. Here are some valid points extracted which I
would like to share with you all.

Mr. Rajesh

In today’s world, COMPETITIVENESS has been the key

Ziac Software

word. To be more competitive, we need to use the current technology to the best.

May Day

As many of us know that the word "TECHNOLOGY" is
derived from Greek language.

Happy Father’s Day!!

TECHNO stands for an

art, skill or craft and LOGIA means the study of a topic /
subject or branch of knowledge of a discipline.
Haymarket Massacre

In today’s world though there is no escape from technology in almost all cases, but this is not a requirement.

Condolences

Many of us agree or disagree to respect and admire technology.

This is because it is there to benefit many.

Without the technological advances the world would not
be as we see it today.
Inside this issue:
Our condolences to victims, family members &
people who have suffered

The technology growth in human life is more comfortable
like never before. There is no place in this world possible

due to the natural calamity

without the use of technology. Technology touches our

at Kedarnath, Uttarakhand

daily life in almost everything. By using technology one

State.

can save time (which is money now), enriches the knowl-
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Army, Air Force and voluntary organizations for saving thousands of lives of
people stranded in Kedarnath region by evacuating,
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edge of one and travelling round the world has become
effortless.
There is no field either industries, business, education
etc in the world that Technology has affected.

What

providing medical help and

people don’t understand is that technology as it is be-

distributing food for sur-

lieved to enhance the world can also be equally bad.

vival.

Prev. Brain Teaser Soln.
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LABOR’S DAY
During late 1800s, average worker
worked 12 hours a day and 7 days a
week. Despite restrictions, young
children toiled in mills, factories and
mines across the country, earning a
fraction of their adult counterparts’
wages.
Workers protested organising strikes
and rallies, compelling Employers to
renegotiate on working hours and
salaries.

Surfeit on Technology

by Mr. Rajesh

Technology has helped to speed up the communication and decrease the cost. Earlier
if anyone has to buy a bunch of flower, they need to visit florist and pay money for
purchasing. Due to invent of technology, the same can be done through internet.
However, at the same time it has caused people to become more impersonal with each

The first Labor Day holiday was celebrated in the year 1882 and later
from 1884 on first Monday of every
September. It constitutes national
tribute to the contributions done by
the workers for the strength, prosperity and well-being of Americans.

other. In good olden days the major form of communication was in person, visiting

For many Americans labor’s Day also
represents the end of the summer
season.

it is also building ever stronger walls between people.

each other, go to public meetings / gatherings if provided an opportunity. As technology grew personal visits started shrinking.
Though the Technology is building bridges between people if we look at the other side,
Some people are surrounding

themselves with modern technology while paying little attention to humanity. Others
use technology to better understand their fellow man to overcome physical distance,

MAY DAY
The Labour Movement began during
the industrial revolution, when agricultural jobs declined and employment moved to industrial areas.
Workers objected for their long
working hours.

establishing relationships of solidarity and sympathy around the globe. The negative
part is humans are glued to systems and no physical activity.
We could discover the effect of technology to our daily food. Fast food can be known
as the best companion for working people or to those students who are all fighting for
time. Processed food is consumed to save time which will have negative effect on our

International Workers' Day also
known as May Day is the commemoration of several killed on 4th May
1886 during a general strike for
eight-hour workday in Chicago.

daily life leading to obesity. The main cause for obesity as few studies suggest is from

May 1st is recognized as a national
holiday in more than 80 countries.

using a phone, E-mailing or planning a travel.

the fast food or high calories consumptions in those processes food.
There is a realm of influence in the use of technology, whether driving an automobile,

adopters at the expense of non-adopters.

Solution to last
Brain Teaser
1. Turn ON the first switch and
leave it for few minutes. Then turn
OFF the first switch and switch ON
the second switch.
2. Enter the first floor room. If the
light bulb is lit, the second switch is
connected to it. If it is not lit, it
might the first or the third switch.
3. To check, touch the light bulb, it
is HOT it is connected to the first
switch.
If it remains cold / normal, then it
should be the third one.

An unfortunate dynamic of modern

technology is that it often works through competition; many technologies benefit early
Atomic energy was invented to generate

electric power, but people used it as weapon killing lakhs of humans along with animals.
In today’s world everyone wants to be entertained more often. Technology has given
Radio, TV, Satellite TV, mobiles, 3G/4G networks to us. We cannot imagine the world
without anyone of this. But on the other aspect people thinking levels has been down,
they have become lazy due to more and more watching, listening, and playing, all because of technology.
All these forms of entertainment like the Internet, television and even video games
seems to be harmless to people, but they are really not. When the Internet was first
introduced, people never thought it would be as big as it is today.
internet has opened huge time saving techniques.

Introduction of
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THOUGHT FOR THE DAY

Internet has also misleading information posted, hacking personal info and pornography. On the other hand Internet has also rusted our brains, to find easy route to a
destination but we depend directly on GPS navigation.
Although the Internet is a relatively new technology, mobile phone has created havoc
in the recent life. SMS was a good means of communication, but spread to unwanted

It is literally True that you can succeed best and quickest by helping
others to succeed — Napoleon Hill

SMS / MMS, forcing government to limit the SMS usage.
Though the technology has helped people, as saying goes two face of a coin there are
bad elements in the world to utilize the same to destroy its positivity. In other words,

Brain Teaser

people tend to implement the latest technology before they understand precisely what

Ram, Rahim, Robert and Ranjeet

it is or what business need it serves.

Singh wants to cross the bridge at
night. They have only one torch

What if someone pulled the STOP button plug on our technology?

Would engineers

light with them. Only two can cross

still know how to draft products? Would we still know how to ship a product or process

the bridge at a time. They need

an order? Would our financial transactions come to a halt? Would business come to a

torch light to cross the bridge. Each

standstill?

of them walks at a different speed.
Ram needs 1 minute, Rahim needs

The answer unfortunately is Yes. This highlights the over dependency we have devel-

2 minutes, Robert needs 5 minutes

oped on our technology and is cause for alarm. We are being driven by technology as

and Ranjeet Singh needs 10 min-

opposed to the other way around. By unplugging our technology, we are unplugging

utes. A pair must walk together at

the idea being human.

the rate of the slower person. How

But without the technology is it possible for a man to go round the world in a day or
reach out to moon or mars? Is it possible for us to predict the natural calamities? Or

these people can cross the bridge
within 17 minutes?

is it possible for a person to speak to their near ones who are off shore within seconds? What would have happened to our running time?
As the use of technology increases, social skills decreases but it is really in our hands
how we take it. Life has great effect of technology. Without inventing electricity we
would have spent our nights in dark. But invention lead to erase the darkness but we
cannot blame for people getting shocks due to electricity.

There is not any specific

effect on life; it depends on how the technology is being used.
If the technology in used in a destructive way then it is the most harmful way for human race to see tomorrow. But if we use it for welfare of people then it can prove as
boon to mankind. Finally come let’s make this world a better place to live in.

DID YOU KNOW?

ency
Mayday is an emerg
given
procedure word
row
a
three times in
May("Mayday Mayday
day").
ernaThis is used int
a lifetionally, signaling
ency
threatening emerg
riners
primarily by ma
and aviators.
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Warm welcome to our new customers

Software

Customer Name

Place
From: Arunkumar,

Zsms Vodafone

MN Communications

Anekal , Bangalore

Zsms Vodafone

Pratyusha Teleservices

Vishakapattanam, A P

Zsms Vodafone

Eshwari Distributors

Mysore, Karnataka

Dear Raghavendra,

Zsms Vodafone

MR Venkatesam Chetty

Nehrunagar, A P

Thanks for clarifying about leaves.

Zsms Vodafone

Shiva Ramakrishna Comm.

Warangal, A P

Regards,

Wheelz

Nandi Motors

Harohalli, Bangalore

xxxx@in.festo.com
Sent: Tue 5/14/2013 5:31 PM
To: Raghavendra
Subject: RE: Leave details problem

R. Arun Kumar
Festo Controls Private Limited

To unsubscribe the News Letter
please email with subject as
“UNSUBSCRIBE” to
hr@ziacsoft.com
OR

Monthly Offer!

SMS UNSUBSCRIBE to 9008098101

iBall HD 12mp Web Camera
iBall Face2Face HD C12.0 web camera with interpolated 12MP Still Image resolution,
2MP Video resolution and 5G Wide angle lense provides smooth video and lets you enjoy
the clarity of web video.

Features






Clear and richer picture with 5G lens



HD 720p (1280 x 720) Widescreen resolution






Contact us:
Ziac Software Pvt. Ltd.
#20, Arihant Complex,
2nd Floor, 2nd Main Road,
C K C Garden,
(Off K H Road / Mission Road),
Bangalore 560027
Karnataka State, India.

Video calling & High Quality still picture
Built-in high sensitive USB microphone
720P High-Definition Webcam with exceptional image quality

Interpolated 12M pixels still image & 2M
pixels video resolution

Phone: 91-08022222538
Fax: 91-08041535262

Snapshot button for still image capture.

Helplines:
9008098102 till 9008098107
9008025464, 9008033966

Multi-utility camera base (can be used
on Desktop, Laptop & LCD)
Auto face tracking & Digital

Interface

USB Interface

MRP

` 2,299/-

E-mail:
ziacmarketing@ziacsoft.com
Website: www.ziacsoft.com
Offer Price

` 1100/- Only
Warranty

1 Years

(Including VAT & Delivery)

We invite you
to follow us on

